Faculty in Economics

B

Michael T Belongia
OTHO SMITH PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
369 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mtbelong@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7785

Nicholas James Bergan
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
njbergan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

Martin Lee Bolen
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbolen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

Jump to Emeritus faculty

C

James Matthew Carden
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS AND NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
PO BOX 729 (C/O UM ISTUDY)
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jncarden@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7313

Valerie Lynn Carlisle
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vlcarlis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942
K
Natalia Alexandrovna Kolesnikova
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
354 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
natalia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1589

Ying Kong
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
305 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ykong1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

Jump to index

M
Michelle Belk Matthews
VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
355 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmatthew@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1579

Ronnie McGinness
LECTURER IN ECONOMICS
355 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rpmcginn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1579

Jon R Moen
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
371 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmoen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5467

Jump to index

P
Jaevin Park
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
367 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jpark21@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3994

Jump to index

V
Mark V Van Boening
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
235 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bmyan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5841

Emeritus Faculty

C
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C
WILLIAM F CHAPPELL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ECONOMICS